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QUESTION: 128 
Which command limits amount of time for an interface UniVerse user to be inactive in the 
session? 

A. TIMEOUT n(where n = minutes) 
B. LOGOUT n(where n = minutes) 
C. ENDCONNECT n(where n = minutes) 
D. AUTOLOGOUT  n(where n = minutes) 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 129 
Administrator can advise to use the BREAK command to 

A. disconnect a run away UV process from file locks 
B. stop UniVerse BASIC program execution for debugging 
C. Interupt UniVerse processing to enable file backups 
D. enable or disable the interrupts ,Stop,Suspend,and Break keys 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 130 
The Universe TCL command ANALYZE.SHM is used to examine 

A. The information on CPU consumption 
B. The data distribution within a hashed file 
C. Information about the disk and printer shared memory segments 
D. Information on ‘message receive’ mode for Universe user logged on 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 131 
Administrative or user tracking phantoms use the JOBS command to display what 
information? 
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A. All PHANTOM jobs started by all users currently running 
B. All PHANTOM jobs started by the interior of the ‘JOBS’ command currently running 
C. All non-PHANTOM jobs started by the interior of the ‘JOBS’ command currently 
running 
D. all jobs currently running on the system (this include both PHANTOM and non-
PAHANTOM commands) started the initator of ‘JOBS’command 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 132 
When starting UniVers ,the message ‘Waiting for Catalog Shared Memory’ is displayed for 
much longer then usual. Which command would be allow UniVerse to finish initialized to 
finish initializing and users to log in? 

A. un-admin -v 
B. un-admin -c 
C. catalog-stop 
D. analyze .shm-b 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 133 
If a user that initiates a phantom is still logged on when the phantom finished ,which 
command will ensure a immediate message is sent to initiator? 

A. NOTIFY ON 
B. PHANTOM ALERT 
C. PHANTOM NOTIFY 
D. MESSAGE PHANTOM ON 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 134 
A user reports the error ‘unable to execute drive script’ when trying to print on a UNIX 
system. The most likely cause is 
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A. ‘usd’ not running 
B. incorrect permission on driver script 
C. ‘usd’ was started with non-default spool directly 
D. driver script improperly specified in the sp.config file 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 135 
What is the effect of including both keywords REQUIRED>SELECT and 
REQUIRE.INDEX in a query (assumes an active select list and an appropriate index 
exists)? 

A. The query will not be processes 
B. Both the active select list and index will be used 
C. The query will use the active select list but not the index 
D. The query will use the index but not the active select list 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 136 
Which command is recommended as a way to determine what reference is causing a 
memory error after using PORT.STAUS to determine the program and address (from 
BASIC program)? 

A. analyzed.shm 
B. PORT.STATUS 
C. RAID programname 
D. VLIST programname 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 137 
Administrator can be add a test in the LOGIN paragraph of a UniVerse account to prevent a 
phantom from executing statements in the paragraph by testing which variable 
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A. @TTY 
B. @USERNO 
C. @phantom 
D. @LOGNAME 

Answer: A 
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